In secondary steelmaking, the enhancement of the reaction rate in the low carbon period during the decarburization of steel is considered the most effective method to produce ultralow carbon steel. In a previous study, it was revealed that the surface reaction is dominant during the final stage of the actual refining process. In order to improve the surface reaction rate, it is necessary to enlarge the reaction region, which is usually achieved by increasing the plume eye area. In this study, water model experiments were carried out to estimate the influence of bottom stirring conditions on the gas-liquid reaction rate; for this purpose, the deoxidation rate during the bottom bubbling process was measured. Five types of nozzle configurations were used to study the effect of the plume eye area on the reaction rate at various gas flow rates. The results reveal that the surface reaction rate is influenced by the gas flow rate and the plume eye area. An empirical correlation was developed for the reaction rate and the plume eye area. This correlation was applied to estimate the gas-liquid reaction rate at the bath surface.
Introduction
The production of ultralow carbon steel is expected to rise in the future due to increasing demand, especially from the automobile industry. To meet this demand, it is necessary to improve the productivity of the vacuum degassing process by shortening the treatment time. The vacuum degassing furnaces used in industries include RH, DH, tank degassers, and REDA. 1) There are many process models for analyzing the decarburization behavior of vacuum degassers. A simple process model for an RH degasser is as follows 2) : CO gas is generated below the bath surface due to the decrease in surrounding pressure (inner reaction), and the molten steel flows between the vacuum vessel and the ladle. On the basis of this model, more sophisticated models, in which the decarburization occurred at the surfaces of injected Ar bubbles (bubble reaction) and at the free surface exposed to the vacuum atmosphere (surface reaction), have been proposed. 3) In this analysis, the mass transfer of carbon and oxygen in the liquid phase, the mass transfer of CO in the gas phase, and the chemical reaction rate at the interface were identified as the rate-controlling steps and they reported that the inner reaction is dominant during the initial stage of the decarburization process, that is, when the carbon concentration is high, while the surface reaction is dominant during the final stage of decarburization, that is, when the carbon concentration is very low. The enlargement of the plume eye area-a floating area of Ar gas bubbles on the bath surface-plays an important role in the enhancement of the surface area. However, the control factor of the surface reaction has not yet been identified.
One of the ways to determine the surface reaction is by using the water model. In this model, the change in the concentration of oxygen or CO 2 dissolved in water is measured for the purpose of determining the surface reaction. [4] [5] [6] In these experiments, oxygen or CO 2 is removed not only from the free surface (surface reaction) but also from the rising Ar bubbles (bubble reaction). The observed reaction rate is the sum of the rates of these two reactions. When the concentration of oxygen or CO 2 in the atmosphere changes, the surface reaction rate varies according to the equilibrium value at the surface; however, the bubble reaction rate remains unaffected. Hence, when the change in concentration of oxygen or CO 2 is measured after changing the surface atmosphere under the same Ar bubbling rate, the reaction rate at the free surface can be obtained by subtracting the bubble reaction rate from the overall reaction rate.
In a previous study, one of the authors discussed the ruling factor of the surface reaction and stressed on the importance of the plume eye area. 6) In another study, 7) a water model was used to estimate the influence of bottom bubbling conditions on the gas-liquid reaction rate; in this case, the deoxidation rate was measured and the surface reaction rate was quantified. This study concluded that the surface reaction at the plume eye is influenced by the plume
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In this study, a mathematical model of the deoxidation rate at the free surface was developed; using this model, the reaction rate of the plume eye area was evaluated separately, and the influence of the nozzle configuration on the surface reaction rate was investigated.
Experimental Methods
In this study, a water model experiment was conducted to investigate the deoxidation rate at the free surface; the procedure for this experiment has been published in a previous paper. 7 ) Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, which comprises a transparent acrylic cylindrical vessel having a height of 0.6 m and an inner diameter of 0.194 m; an outer vessel for preventing refraction; upper and bottom flanges that are used as the gas outlet and inlet, respectively; a dissolved oxygen meter for measuring the deoxidation rate; a digital camera for measuring the plume eye area; and a high-speed camera for measuring the rising velocity of a bubble. Five types of nozzle configurations were employed; these are shown in Fig. 2 . The deoxidation rate was investigated by measuring the dissolved oxygen concentration using a dissolved oxygen meter (TOADKK, DO-24P).
In the water model experiment, the change in the dissolved oxygen concentration in water was measured. Oxygen was removed not only from the surface but also from the rising Ar bubbles. If we assume that the reaction is controlled by the mass transfer of oxygen in the water, the surface reaction rate and the bubble reaction rate can be expressed using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, where t is the time (s), O is the concentration of oxygen in water (mg/L), k is the mass transfer coefficient (m/s), the superscript * represents the equilibrium value at the interface, and the subscripts S and B represent the surface reaction and the bubble reaction, respectively. The observed reaction rate is the sum of the surface reaction rate and the bubble reaction rate. When the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere changes, the equilibrium value at the surface (O S *) changes, and hence the surface reaction rate varies. However, the bubble reaction rate is not influenced by the surface atmosphere. Hence, in this method, two sets of experiments were performed by changing the surface atmosphere (air atmosphere and Ar atmosphere) under the same bottom bubbling condition. By subtracting the reaction rates of above two experiments, the bubble reaction is canceled, and the surface reaction rate can be evaluated. A volumetric mass transfer coefficient at the surface, (Ak) s (m 3 /s), was used for the evaluation and is given by Eq. In order to quantify the surface reaction rate at the plume eye area ((Ak) p ; m 3 /s), polystyrene particles were used to cover the outer area of the plume eye, following which the deoxidation rate was measured. Previously, viscous oil was used to cover the surface in the water model [8] [9] [10] ; however, the emulsified oil particles in water adhered to the oxygen sensor and disturbed the measurements. Therefore, polystyrene was used in this experiment. For the standard condition, the thickness of the polystyrene particle layer was 2.5 mm, and in some experiments, a 6.5-mm-thick of polystyrene layer was used to investigate the effect of the polystyrene layer. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions for the water model experiment; here, the Froude number was considered to be the similarity criterion that correlates the gas flow rates of the experimental scale model and the plant scale system. In order to measure the plume eye area (Ap, m 2 ), images of the plume eyes, which were formed when the surface was covered by polystyrene, were recorded by using a digital camera (Nikon D70). The plume eye area was calculated by using an image analysis program (Image-Pro Plus). Figure 3 shows a typical example of the change in oxygen concentration with time. The oxygen content in water decreases with time. In an Ar atmosphere, the oxygen content decreases to 0 mg/L. On the other hand, in air, the oxygen content decreases to a constant nonzero value, because oxygen is supplied from the atmosphere to the water phase through the bath surface. Figure 4 shows the relation between the oxygen content and the deoxidation rate in both Ar and air atmospheres. The deoxidation rate increases with the oxygen content of water, and it is higher in the Ar atmosphere than in air. The gradients of deoxidation rates are same in both the atmospheres, and the difference in their intercepts represents the numerator of Eq. (3). Since it was confirmed that a first-order reaction takes place, the results were analyzed by using Eqs. (1)-(3) . For a sample of water in which the oxygen content is zero, dO/dt in the Ar atmosphere is zero and dO/dt in the air atmosphere is approximately 0.0045 mg/L s. This indicates that oxygen is supplied from air to water. Figures 5 and 6 show the changes in oxygen concentration with time and the relation between the de-oxidation rate and the oxygen content, respectively, when the surface was completely covered by polystyrene. In this condition, the plume eye was not observed, and the de-oxidation rates were almost the same in both atmospheres because oxygen transfer occurred at only bubble surface. This implies that the existence of a polystyrene layer can prevent the mass transfer of oxygen at the bath surface. Although there is actually a difference (1.91ϫ 10 Ϫ4 mg/L s) between the de-oxidation rates in both atmospheres, it is negligibly small as compared to the difference of 4.4ϫ10 Ϫ3 mg/L s that exists when the polystyrene layer is not used. The deoxidation rate over the area of plume eye can be measured by covering the outer area by using the polystyrene layer.
Experimental Results
The relation between the surface reaction rate (Ak) s and the gas bubbling rate is shown in Fig. 7 . A strong correlation was observed between the gas flow rate and (Ak) s . It can be observed that (Ak) s for the single-nozzle configuration is higher than that for the multi-nozzle configurations at low gas flow rates; however, the reverse is true for high gas flow rates. However, even if the nozzle configuration is changed, the surface reaction rates do not differ significantly. Figure 8 shows the different shapes and sizes of the plume eyes obtained under different experimental conditions. The plume eye area increases with the gas flow rate, and for some multi-nozzle configurations, the plume eyes coalesce into a single large plume eye. Figure 9 shows the influence of the nozzle configuration on Ap. At low gas bubbling rates, Ap is the largest for the single-nozzle configuration, and it reduces as the number of nozzles is increased. At high gas bubbling rates, the value of Ap increases as the number of nozzles is increased. Figure 10 shows the relation between the plume eye area and surface reaction rate. The plume eye area (Ap) has a significant influence on (Ak) s . The influence of the surface reaction at the plume eye area ((Ak) p ) on (Ak) s is shown in Fig. 11 . As (Ak) p increases, (Ak) s also increases linearly; this shows the importance of the surface reaction at the plume eye.
Discussion
The experimental results proved that the gas bubbling rate and the plume eye area are the predominant factors that affect (Ak) s . We tried to formulate the equations that can be used to predict the surface reaction rate.
The surface area except the plume eye area (Ao; m 2 ) and the surface reaction rate except that at the plume eye area ((Ak) o ; m 3 /s) can be calculated by using Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. Fig. 9 . Relation between gas bubbling rate and plume eye areas for various nozzle configurations. Fig. 10 . Effect of plume eye area on surface reaction rate for various nozzle configurations. Figure 12 shows the influence of the gas bubbling rate on the surface reaction rate for the nozzle configuration 1A. (Ak) s increases with the gas flowrate. (Ak) p strongly depended on the gas bubbling rate; however, the influence of the gas bubbling rate on (Ak) o was quite small. For low bubbling rates, (Ak) o was predominant on (Ak) s , and the effect of (Ak) p increased with the increase in the gas bubbling rate. Other nozzle configurations displayed similar trends.
The apparent mass transfer coefficient at the plume eye area (kp; m/s) and that at the surface area except the plume eye area (ko; m/s) can be described by Eqs. (6) and (7). The plume eye is formed by water that rises up from the bottom due to gas bubbling; therefore, it is considered that kp is affected by the velocity of plume rise, U P . The following empirical correlation was proposed by Sahai and Guthrie In this study, several nozzles were used and Eq. (8) (9) where n is the number of nozzles. The relations between kp and U P are shown in Fig. 13 . It can be observed that kp increases with the increase in U P calculated by the gas bubbling rate from one nozzle, but the difference in kp values for different nozzles is not very significant.
On the other hand, (Ak) o did not show a strong relation with the gas bubbling rate from one nozzle as shown in Fig.  12 . It can be assumed that (Ak) o is influenced not only by the total gas bubbling rate but also by the outer area of the plume eye. If the gas flow rate is increased, the extent of bath mixing increases, but the outer area of the plume eye decreases. Water that rises in the plume region returns to the bottom at the outer area of the plume eye, and its velocity can be calculated as U P A P /A O . Figure 14 shows the relation between ko and U P A P /A O . Although the values were scattered over a large region, a linear relation was observed. On the basis of the relations shown in Figs. 13 and 14 , we obtained Eqs. (10) and (11). Influence of gas bubbling rate on surface reaction rate, reaction rate at plume eye and reaction rate at surface except plume eye. Fig. 13 . Relation between mass transfer coefficient at plume eye area and plume rising velocity calculated by gas bubbling rate from one nozzle. bubbling rate of each nozzle based on the Froude number. The Froude number is given by Q/n(gL) 0.5 , where g denotes acceleration due to gravity (m/s 2 ) and L denotes the bath height (m). Equation (13) was obtained by using this relation.
(Ap/n)ϭ0.0071ϫlog(Q/n(gL) 0.5 )ϩ0.0392........ (13) This equation can only be used when some plume eyes exist separately. However, if the plume eyes merge into a single large eye, it is necessary to measure the area of the large eye for using Eq. (12) . Figure 16 shows a comparison of the calculation results and the experimental results. It was observed that the experimental results could be simulated by using Eqs. (9), (12) and (13) . These results were obtained under limited experimental conditions. The effects of thickness of polystyrene and the size of the vessel were not investigated in this study.
Conclusions
A water model experiment was conducted in order to identify the factors that would improve the surface reaction during secondary steelmaking. We examined the controlling factor of the surface reaction and evaluated the surface reaction rate. The conclusions can be summarized as follows.
(1) The surface reaction rate increased with the gas bubbling rate and the plume eye area. In contrast, the influence of the nozzle configuration on the surface reaction rate was small.
(2) It was clarified that the surface reaction rate at the plume eye area increased with an increase in the gas bubbling rate, while the surface reaction rate at the outer area of the plume eye showed no significant changes.
(3) Empirical equations were obtained for the surface reaction rate at the plume eye area and at the outer area of the plume eye. In addition, an empirical equation for the plume eye area was obtained.
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